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ABSTRACT

Developing Confidence and Interest in Teaching Relevant Mathematical Modeling Lessons
by
Jacy Beck, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2022
Major Professor: Dr. Brynja Kohler
Department: Mathematics and Statistics
Mathematical modeling is “the process of choosing and using appropriate mathematics and
statistics to analyze empirical situations, to understand them better, and to improve decisions”
(CSSM, 2010, p. 72). By providing students with an opportunity to engage in relevant mathematical modeling prompts, we provide them with transferable skills and knowledge. The aim of this
thesis is to provide insight into the relevance of teaching mathematical modeling, provide resources
for integrating modeling tasks into a high school classroom, and to assist in developing higher confidence and interest in teaching relevant mathematical modeling lessons.
In addition, this thesis discusses the author’s journey to develop confidence and interest in
teaching relevant mathematical modeling lessons through the development of a lesson about disease
spread, and to assess the impact of the lesson on mathematical modeling competencies. A trial run
of the lesson was conducted with the intent of answering the questions; (1) In what way, if at all,
does engaging in a mathematical modeling lesson change the participants confidence and interest
in using mathematical modeling lessons in future teaching?, (2) What ideas for new lessons arise
when participants engage in the mathematical modeling task?, and (3) In what ways, if any, did
participants engage in elements of the mathematical modeling process?
The results of this study show how engaging in relevant mathematical modeling tasks influence confidence and interest in teaching mathematical modeling lessons, summarizes new lesson
ideas that were developed, and discusses participants attitudes and interest as they engaged in the
mathematical modeling process. Knowledge gained from this study can be used to help develop
meaningful and engaging modeling tasks and lessons intended to spark the interest of both the creator and the problem solvers.

(83 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Developing Confidence and Interest in Teaching Relevant Mathematical Modeling Lessons
Jacy Beck

What is mathematical modeling and how can inservice and pre-service teachers develop the
skills and competencies necessary to increase confidence and interest in teaching relevant mathematical modeling lessons? Mathematical modeling is “the process of choosing and using appropriate
mathematics and statistics to analyze empirical situations, to understand them better, and to improve decisions” (CSSM, 2010, p. 72). By providing students with an opportunity to engage in
relevant mathematical modeling prompts, we provide them with transferable skills and knowledge.
The aim of this paper will be to provide insight into the relevance of teaching mathematical modeling, provide resources for integrating modeling tasks into a high school classroom, and to assist in
developing higher confidence and interest in teaching relevant mathematical modeling lessons.
In addition, this thesis discusses the author’s journey to develop confidence and interest in
teaching relevant mathematical modeling lessons through the development of a lesson about disease
spread and the impact of the lesson on mathematical modeling competencies and discusses answers
to the questions; (1) In what way, if at all, does engaging in a mathematical modeling lesson change
the participants confidence and interest in using mathematical modeling lessons in future teaching?,
(2) What ideas for new lessons arise when participants engage in the mathematical modeling task?,
and (3) In what ways, if any, did participants engage in elements of the mathematical modeling
process?
Knowledge gained from this study can be used to help develop meaningful and engaging
modeling tasks intended to spark the interest of both the creator and the problem solvers.
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CHAPTER 1
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

1.1
Statement of the Problem
Throughout my mathematical and teacher education training as an undergraduate student, I
received little to no experience or instruction in teaching relevant mathematical modeling lessons to
high school students. As I studied, participated in, and researched mathematical modeling tasks developed for educational purposes, I fell in love with the idea that students can explore, discover, and
engage in relevant mathematics in the classroom in more ways than simply answering problems on
a worksheet. They can learn, create, and experience “real-life” mathematics through thoughtfully
designed mathematical modeling tasks. As I discovered this new (to me) world of mathematical
modeling lessons, the question that remained in my mind was, “how can pre-service and current
mathematics teachers discover confidence and interest in developing and teaching relevant mathematical modeling lessons?”
This project will outline my journey to find confidence in developing and teaching mathematical modeling lessons while exploring some possible answers to the question “how can pre-service and
current mathematics teachers discover confidence and interest in developing and teaching relevant
mathematical modeling lessons?”

1.2
My Motivation - Modeling Task Examples
As I began to explore different mathematical modeling lessons, there were several prompts,
tasks, and lesson plans that increased my interest and broadened my understanding. In this section,
I add a brief description of some tasks that motivated me to learn more about mathematical modeling in the hopes that they may influence the reader to continue their research and understanding
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of what a mathematical modeling lesson can be.
The first modeling task that I was introduced to is known as the tree leaf modeling task. This
task is part of the MODULE(S2) curriculum [3] and asks students to use data provided to determine
a process to estimate how the area of a typical leaf changes as a tree gets older then predict the
typical size of the leaves for trees that are various years old [See Appendix E]. As I read through
this task for the first time, several questions came to mind: “Do leaves get bigger or smaller as trees
age?,” “How can I calculate the area of a leaf if it’s not a shape I’m familiar with?,” and “What kind
of function can I create to compare size of a type of leaf over time?” I didn’t know it at the time,
but I had started thinking through the mathematical modeling process before I even put a pencil
to paper to attempt to answer this question. I started by making sense of the situation. Then I
decided to address one of my questions - how can I calculate the area of a leaf if it’s not a shape I
am familiar with? I needed to simplify the situation. I decided to estimate the area of various leaves
using rectangles. Once I had my estimations, I was able to create and analyze my model, interpret
my solutions, and report my conclusions. It turns out that the older a leaf is, the smaller it gets and
this decrease in size can be modeled using a couple of different functions including an exponential
function or various rational functions. More information about this task can be found in, “The
Emergence of Mathematical Modeling Competencies: An Investigation of Prospective Secondary
Mathematics Teachers” (Anhalt et al, 2018) [5].
This task was not only an interesting problem for me but it also peaked my interest in adapting the lesson. I went home and picked leaves from different trees in my backyard and tried to
recreate the experience with data that was more relevant to me. I was intrigued, motivated, and
anxious to learn more about mathematical modeling.
Another motivating problem for me was the first modeling task that I taught. It was a task
that tackled the topic of water conservation by asking the question, “Which saves more water showering or bathing?” [See Appendix E]. I was intrigued as I watched my classroom of pre-service
elementary education teachers work through the mathematical modeling process to develop models
that they thought appropriately answered the question. Different groups made different assumptions
and used different numbers to create their models. The process they took to get to their final destination was unique, in some cases even the final recommendations were unique, but in every situation,
the mathematics that they learned and applied was valuable and informative. After participating in
this task, my students made comments about their models saying things like, “I don’t know if I ever
finish a shower in less than 10 minutes, maybe I should take more baths!” or “I wonder what flow
rate my shower head actually has, I am going to go look it up.” Just like I was motivated by my
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leaf modeling problem, my students were motivated by this water modeling task to continue learning.

1.3
Purpose of the Study
This study aims to develop the confidence of participants in teaching mathematical modeling lessons and provide them with valuable resources for implementing mathematical modeling in
their future classrooms. The results of this study will be used to describe the process of learning
mathematical modeling to both new and veteran educators with the intention of developing further
activities and materials for teaching socially and politically relevant mathematical modeling lessons.
Understanding how mathematics teachers develop their talents for teaching mathematical modeling
has the potential to impact future generations by closing the gap between the outside world and
school math.
In addition, the study aims to develop relevant mathematical modeling lessons that can be
easily adapted to fit current events all over the country. Most teachers lack confidence in developing
and teaching relevant mathematical modeling lessons but we believe that this lack of confidence can
be overcome with exposure to well-posed mathematical modeling prompts and access to well-written
mathematical modeling lesson plans.
This project aims to fill that knowledge gap by allowing participants to participate in mathematical activities and by identifying how engaging in a mathematical modeling lesson can change
the participants confidence and interest in using relevant mathematical modeling lessons in future
teaching as well as identifying information that can be used to develop future relevant tasks and
lesson plans.

1.4
Research Questions
The three research questions this study will address are:
1. In what way, if at all, does engaging in a mathematical modeling lesson change the participant’s
confidence and interest in using mathematical modeling lessons in future teaching?
2. What ideas for new investigations arise when participants engage in the mathematical modeling
task?
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3. In what ways, if any, do participants engage in elements of the mathematical modeling process
while completing the task? (i.e. understand/define the problem, make useful assumptions,
develop a model, compute a solution, interpret the solution and draw conclusions, validate
conclusions, report the solution.)

1.5
Description of the Work
This work is intended to introduce the reader to mathematical modeling and to describe
the processes that I took to develop confidence and interest in teaching mathematical modeling
lessons. Chapter two of this text will introduce the reader to a sampling of the mathematical
modeling literature and review aspects that informed the research and development of this project.
Chapter three discusses the methodology and research design. Chapter four discusses results of the
research and answers to the three research questions listed above. Chapter five will summarize key
findings and implications of the research. Throughout the text, the reader will find resources tips
for developing mathematical modeling lessons for all grade levels.
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CHAPTER 2
CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1
The Mathematical Modeling Process
Mathematical modeling uses relevant mathematics to represent real world situations. Various
mathematics and education authors present different ways that we can think about mathematical
modeling and the mathematical modeling process. The Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM) defines mathematical modeling as, “the process of choosing and using appropriate
mathematics and statistics to analyze empirical situations, to understand them better, and to improve decisions” (National Governors Association Center or Best Practices and Council of Chief
State School Officers, 2010, p. 72) [25]. According to Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in
Mathematical Modeling Education (GAIMME), “mathematical modeling can be used to motivate
curricular requirements and can highlight the importance and relevance of mathematics in answering
important questions. It can also help students gain transferable skills, such as habits of mind that
are pervasive across subject matter” (Bliss & Libertini, 2019, p. 8) [6].
Mathematical modeling is often described as a cycle or process and can be thought of in the
stages pictured in Figure 2.1 (Anhalt et al., 2018, p. 204) [4].
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Figure 2.1: An example of the Mathematical Modeling Process
This process, like most mathematical modeling processes, contains cyclical components and
is not intended to be followed in only one way. Because of this unique learning process, most of the
learning gained from a mathematical modeling prompt is gained through the experience of working
through the cycle rather than by coming up with a specific solution. Each mathematician working
on the task will work through the process to get a solution in a way that is unique to the problem
and to the mathematician.
The process of (1) understanding the problem, (2) making assumptions and creating a simplified situation, (3) developing a model, (4) computing a solution, (5) interpreting solutions, (6)
validating conclusions, then (7) reporting solutions or reevaluating the model described in Figure
2.1 is only one example of a modeling process. Several other examples can be found in mathematical
modeling literature and include the following ideas:
1. GAIMME (2009, p.13) [6] describes a process that includes steps like: identify and specify the
problem to be solved, make assumptions and define essential variables, do the math: get a
solution, analyze and assess the model and the solutions, iterate as needed to refine and extend
the model, then finally, implement the model and report the results. This process includes a
start point and an end point but suggests that the steps in between can be done in any order
and revisited as necessary.
2. CCSSM (2010, p.72) [25] describes a more simple process that starts with a (1) problem, moves
to (2) formulating, (3) computing, (4) interpreting, (5) validating, and (6) reporting, repeating
steps 2-5 as necessary.
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3. Spooner (2013, p.17) [35] describes a cyclical process of (1) contextual background of situation,
(2) define the task, (3) identify essential aspects of situation, (4) formulate the model, (5) test
the model, (6) improve the model, then return to (1) and repeat.
4. Blum’s (2011 p.11, cited in Cirillo, 2016, p. 11) [9] process includes 7 steps, some which take
place in “reality” and some which take place in “mathematics.” The steps include (1) understanding the task, (2) simplifying/structuring, (3) mathematizing, (4) working mathematically,
(5) interpretation, (6) validation, and (7) presenting. The process suggests repeating steps 2-6
as desired before completing step 7.
Although each of these representations of the modeling process are slightly different, they all represent a cyclical process that requires evaluations and re-evaluations of the modeling throughout the
process.
The mathematical modeling process is intended to be used throughout curriculum as a general
mathematical practice because it, “helps link classroom mathematics and statistics to everyday life,
work, and decision-making” (CCSSM, 2010, p.72) [25]. In fact, CCSSM (2010) suggests that every
section of mathematics in high school from Algebra to Statistics should include opportunities to use
their 8 mathematical modeling practices which are; (1) make sense of problems and persevere in
solving them, (2) reason abstractly and quantitatively, (3) construct viable arguments and critique
the reasoning of others, (4) model with mathematics, (5) use appropriate tools strategically, (6)
attend to precision, (7) look for and make use of structure, and (8) look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning (CCSSM, 2019) [25]. These 8 practices also reflect a version of the mathematical
modeling process.
Introducing relevant mathematical modeling tasks that address current socio-political events
can also help teachers connect students with mathematics, understand student thinking and provide
supports, raise quantitative literacy among all students, and raise civic awareness in the classroom. The authors of the GAIMME (2019, p. 38) textbook describe some benefits a classroom
of 3rd graders saw when participating in the mathematical modeling process. They, “engaged in
teamwork, persevered in problem solving, made mathematical predictions, and compared different
answers obtained by different teams in the class.” [6]
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2.2
Mathematical Modeling Competencies
Even though engaging students in relevant mathematical modeling lessons has benefits, most
pre-service teachers don’t have a lot of experience designing, developing, and teaching these kinds
of lessons. Siller and Kuntze (2011) [33] found that in a study of pre-service teachers, 43.6% weren’t
able to answer a question about describing phases of the modeling process. They also found that
some of those who answered this question ”did not describe all phases” (p. 37). Another study
by Ng (2013) [26] showed that pre-service teachers displayed difficulties getting started on certain
open-ended tasks used in the study.
Despite the fact that many pre-service and current teachers have little experience with mathematical modeling, the research is expanding to include the learning of modeling by pre-service
teachers and perceptions about teaching mathematical modeling as part of a secondary curriculum.
Some of the research includes Anhalt & Cortez’ study of developing understanding of mathematical
modeling in secondary teacher preparation where they, “examine the evolution of 11 prospective
teachers’ understanding of mathematical modeling through the implementation of a modeling module within a curriculum course in a secondary teacher preparation program” (Anhalt & Cortez,
2015 [2]. Another article by Anhalt, Statts, Cortez, & Civil (2018) [4] discusses the culturally relevant pedagogy associated with mathematical modeling and how this effects pre-service secondary
teachers in an early stage of their pedagogical education. Doerr (2007) [11] discusses what knowledge
teachers need for teaching mathematics through applications and modelling in a chapter of her book
called, “Modelling and Applications in Mathematics Education.” Researchers are also constantly
implementing mathematical modeling tasks into their university classrooms to allow pre-service
teachers the chance to engage in mathematical modeling tasks and in some cases even teach mathematical modeling prompts other students. One example of such research is described in the article,
“Mathematical Modeling for Preservice Teachers: A Problem from Anesthesiology,” (Lingefjärd,
2002) [21]).
In order to help pre-service and current mathematics teachers understand how to teach mathematical modeling, we must consider what mathematical modeling competencies are necessary to
understand. Niss and Jensen (2011) explain that mathematical modeling competencies are manifested in mathematical activities, such as the development of mathematical models [28], but what
exactly are those competencies?
In general, ”Competence is the ability of a person . . . to check and to judge the factual
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correctness respectively the adequacy of statements and tasks personally and to transfer them into
action.” (Frey 1999, p.109, cited in Jäger 2001, p.162, personal translation) [15]. In mathematical
terms, we can think of competency as described by Niss (2004) [27]. ”Mathematical competency
then means the ability to understand, judge, do and use mathematics in a variety of intra- and
extramathematical contexts and situations in which mathematics plays or could play a role. . . ”
(p.120). Tanner and Jones (1995, p.63) [37] emphasize: ”Research has shown that knowledge alone
is not sufficient for successful modelling: the student must also choose to use that knowledge, and
to monitor the process being made.” In other words, motivation and a desire to try are important
factors in mathematical competence.
Anhalt, Cortez, & Bennett (2018) “adopt the viewpoint of mathematical modeling as a process for which competency must be developed.” (p. 205) [4] Consider Blum and Kaiser’s detailed
listing of competencies and sub-competencies that must be developed related to their understanding
of the modeling process in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Table of modeling sub-competencies by Blum & Kaiser (1997), p.9 [7] as cited in Maaβ
(2006) [23].
Based on the competencies to understand the real problem, set up a mathematical model,
solve mathematical questions, interpret mathematical results, and validate the solution as suggested
by Blum and Kaiser (1997) [7], Maaβ (2006) suggests a precise definition of modeling competencies could be; “Modelling competencies include skills and abilities to perform modelling processes
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appropriately and goal-oriented as well as the willingness to put these into action” (p. 117) [23].
Mathematical modeling competencies are gained as the ability to perform modeling processes is
increased. As learners begin to understand the mathematical modeling process they are able to
develop the skills necessary to build their confidence in learning and teaching relevant mathematical
modeling lessons. As they increase their willingness to put these process into action, their interest
in taking the steps necessary to implement these lessons also increase.
These competencies often encourage creativity. In his book, Lifelong Kindergarten: Cultivating Creativity Through Projects, Passion, Peers, and Play, Mitchel Resnick describes another
cycle that requires a lot of the same competencies mathematical modeling and the mathematical
modeling process requires. He calls this process a “Creative Learning Spiral” which includes the
elements (1) imagine, (2) create, (3) play, (4) share, (5) reflect, then returns (1) imagine (Resnick,
2018, p. 11) [32]. A modeling problem lends itself to this structure nicely as students imagine situations of interest, create mathematical models, play with the problem by computing and analyzing
their model of the situation, share and discuss their results with others, and validate and reflect
on the models - potentially needing to go back, reimagine the situation of interest, and start the
cycle over again. This creative cycle is much like the example of mathematical modeling cycle from
figure 2.1 and the MODULE(S2) curriculum depicted above. When used to solve a mathematical
modeling prompt, this creative cycle described by Resnick encourages students to think deeply about
mathematics, creating a connection to problems and social issues that are currently relevant to them.

2.3
Adapting Teaching to Relevant Situations
Some mathematical modeling tasks can provide teachers with a unique opportunity to include
a discussion of real and relevant situations into their curriculum. “While mathematical modeling
tasks are needed in teacher education, successful engagement in mathematical modeling requires
that the tasks and their cultural contexts must have relevance” (Tidwell & Kohler, 2019) [38]. In his
article, “teaching math in real time,” Wes Maciejewski (2021) [24] recalls his experience of adjusting
his teaching to accommodate changes made necessary by the start of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic
beginning in March of 2020. He states, “if we as educators only offer what has come to be a canonical
curriculum, and not afford engagement with contemporary mathematics - indeed, contemporary life
- our students will be ill-prepared for whatever lives await them.” However, “bringing a sense of
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relevance and realism to the primary classroom is not an easy task” (Sparrow, 2008, p. 5) [34].
Although difficult, bringing realism and relevance into the classroom can be very beneficial
to students mathematical learning and growth. Maciejewski (2021) reflects on his experience of
adapting his teaching to a relevant situation by saying,
“some might call this teaching ambitious, but that does not quite describe how I felt
during the course or how I feel about it now. My teaching of this course was authentic
in that I came across a real situation (teaching mathematics of the pandemic) that I
was emotionally invested in enough in order to question it (does a standard, traditional
mathematics curriculum prepare our students to navigate their lived experiences?) and
resolve the question (via the curriculum I enacted.). That endeavor has deepened my
understanding of my own educational practice and I hope it will go on to contribute to
broader understandings of mathematics education” [24].
Research has shown several effective ways teachers can adapt teaching to relevant situations.
TODOS Math (2021) explores the idea of a student supplementing his studies from school with a rich
mathematical understanding of the world as he misses class to help his father at work [10]. Sparrow
(2008) suggests that relevant and interesting tasks do not of necessity even need to be realistic, they
only need to be devised in a way that is purposeful and meaningful to learners [34]. Mathematical
problems and modeling tasks have power to become more relevant in a students life when it centers
itself in a context that — regardless of timing, location, and culture — connects to students’ lived
experiences or interests.
Additionally, in preparation for this project, I worked on making a case for advocating always
relevant modeling situations in secondary classroom environments. Appendix F includes an article
submitted to the journal for the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) that talks
about ways relevant mathematical modeling tasks can be useful in adapting teaching to relevant
situations.

2.4
Curricular Examples and Resources for Mathematical Modeling Lessons
There have been several resources developed to help support mathematical modeling education
in elementary, secondary, and post-secondary curriculum’s, many of which were used as references
for this project. Some of those resources include:
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1. The province of Ontario, Canada has been working on updating their mathematics curriculum
to include mathematical modeling prompts. These changes have started in grades K-8 in 2020
and include an addition of more mathematical modeling lessons. Some of these lessons can
be found at https://ontariomath.com. This curriculum provides great resources for teaching
mathematical modeling to younger students. [36]
2. The Mathematical Modeling With Cultural and Community Contexts (M2C3) project is also
a great resource for mathematical modeling lesson plans and tasks. This website includes
teacher resources, tools, and video clips for several different culturally relevant modeling tasks.
These tasks are designed for elementary classrooms and can be found at M2C3 Classroom
Resources. [39]
3. Annenberg Learner also has a few lesson plans available for teaching mathematical modeling.
These lesson plans are designed for Algebra 1 students and include videos of instruction as
well as resources for implementing modeling into an Algebra 1 curriculum. These lesson plans
can be found at Mathematical Modeling - Annenberg Learner. [20]
4. The Mathematics Of Doing, Understanding, Learning, and Educating Secondary Schools
(MODULE(S2)). The MODULE(S2) modeling modules are designed to provide pre-service
teachers with additional knowledge for teaching modeling. The three modules in this material
can be obtained, by request, from the authors. A description of the project can be found
at https://modules2.com. The curriculum and content from these MODULE(S2) lessons are
designed to align with specific CCSSM standards. [3]
5. Illustrative Mathematics (IM). IM is a comprehensive math curriculum that includes mathematical modeling prompts for grade levels 9-12. In addition to the mathematical modeling prompts, this curriculum includes details on organizing principles about mathematical modeling, ideas for setting up an environment conducive to modeling, and ideas on
interpreting analysis of the prompt. A sample of this curriculum can be found at https:
//illustrativemathematics.org/ [1]
6. A pilot course on mathematical modeling and reasoning has recently been added to the state
curriculum in Ohio in some secondary schools. This curriculum aims to connect real-world
contexts, math, and critical thinking through mathematical modeling and quantitative reasoning. Sample lessons from this curriculum can be found at Mathematical Modeling and
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Reasoning Course Pilot — Ohio Department of Education. These materials include lesson
plans, handouts, grading rubrics, and additional teacher resources and articles. [30]
7. Another resource worth mentioning is the AMS/MAA Classroom Resource Materials book,
Mathematics for Social Justice: Resources for the College Classroom. This text is intended
for college aged students and is particularly useful when learning with pre-service teachers. It
contains essays and modules for various mathematical modeling prompts that are intended to
spark deeper conversations about the mathematics of life and social justice. [16]

Several other resources exist for teachers who want to implement mathematical modeling tasks
into their curriculum at any grade level. It has been an enormous learning experience to explore and
experiment with different modeling tasks and learn how they have been implemented in classrooms
around the world.
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CHAPTER 3
CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY

3.1
Designing the Lesson
One of the most intriguing things I have discovered about mathematical modeling lessons is
that I could use relatively simple math to describe relatively complex events that happen in the
real world. I knew that I wanted to design a lesson plan that would answer a question that came
from a commonly occurring situation in the real world, but I wasn’t sure what situation to choose.
I needed to start by picking an applicable and accessible topic. As I started researching, I made a
list of issues that I found relevant and easily adaptable including topics like crowd size estimation,
water conservation, fairness in voting, sports analysis, emergency preparedness, and disease spread.
I considered all of these topics to be relevant and interesting, and I hope in some future time to
continue studying them, but for now, I needed to narrow down my list.
As most people’s lives were still being impacted by the pandemic adjustment at the time I was
doing this research, I started studying more about the mathematics of disease spread. One article
that I came across that I found particularly engaging was Wes Maciejewski’s article, “Teaching Math
in Real Time.” In this article he discusses his personal journey in adapting his lessons during the
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic to become more relevant and engaging as his students were forced to learn
in different ways. One of his big takeaways was the fact that, “mathematics education is not immune
to time... Rather, mathematics education needs to be far more reflexive, perhaps even doing away
with the glacial aspects of academia” (Maciejewski, 2021) [24]. I was inspired by his resilience in
teaching and by his view of the academic world and how it can be changed. I decided to create a
lesson that would help students model a certain aspect of disease spread.
I wanted to start by creating a lesson that allowed students to model the exponential growth
of disease using data they found about the basic reproductive number, R0 , but I didn’t want this
lesson only to be relevant to the 2020 pandemic. It seems like disease spread is always effecting the
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world in one way or another - whether it’s the common cold, this year’s strain of the flu, smallpox,
swine flu, STDs, COVID-19, or some other virus. Because of this, I was convinced that this topic
would be relevant, interesting, and adaptable with time. Now, I needed to focus on designing the
lesson.
“Effective lesson planning is an important facet of professional teaching practice because
planning provides the students with the necessary structure and direction to receive a relevant and
engaging education and allows us to meet the diverse learning needs of our students through differentiation and increased choice” (Kotecha, 2021) [17]. When designing this lesson, I had three
specific questions in mind: Will this lesson (1) be accessible and engaging, (2) be easily adaptable,
and (3) have enough relevance and value to be usable in a secondary mathematics classroom? These
are the questions that motivated the overall layout and design of the teacher resources lesson plan
on infectious diseases [See Appendix B].
First, I needed to figure out how to make my lesson plan accessible and engaging. As I started
designing my lesson, I kept in mind that I wanted teachers that have never thought about mathematical modeling before to have the resources necessary to review my lesson and adapt it to their
own needs. In order to address this need, I split the lesson into 7 main parts: An introduction, sample content standards, sample lesson plan, strategies for presentation of results, a sample approach,
possible adaptations, and additional resources. Each section is intended to be a short and precise
explanation of how a teacher could present each part of the lesson, along with helpful tips and tricks
that might make the implementation of the lesson go a little bit more smoothly.
“The engagement premise is straightforward and easily understood: the more students study
a subject, the more they know about it, and the more students practice and get feedback from
faculty and staff members on their writing and collaborative problem solving, the deeper they come
to understand what they are learning and the more adept they become at managing complexity,
tolerating ambiguity, and working with people from different backgrounds or with different views”
(Kuh, 2009) [19]. In order to make the lesson more engaging, I added aspects to the lesson where
students got to choose which specific diseases they wanted to study and understand more about.
Suggestions in the lesson plan also prompt teachers to break students up into groups with 3 to
5 members in each. As students work together as a team, they are able to collaborate and gain a
deeper understanding of an otherwise difficult concept to grasp. Although the lesson plan is intended
to be written in a way that is accessible and engaging, it is the instructors responsibility to know
their students and adapt their teaching to the needs of their specific class. “A good class session
does not just happen; instructors arrange for good classes to happen” (University of Maryland) [31].
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Next, I needed to figure out how to make my lesson plan easily adaptable. I had decided to
create my initial lesson plan relevant to the SARS-CoV-2 disease spread, but I didn’t want other
teachers to have to recreate this lesson plan every time information another disease became more
relevant. Educators should always be alert as they, “encounter a situation [they] care about, question
it, resolve [their] questions, and learn from the encounter” (Maciejewski, 2021) [24]. The important
thing I wanted to build into this lesson plan was, even though this specific strain of the SARSCoV-2 disease might not be around forever, the math that students use to engage in the prompt
relevant to the SARS-CoV-2 disease will always be relevant. I wanted to design the lesson in a way
that teachers could easily replace information about SARS-CoV-2 and insert their own information
without changing the basic premise of the lesson. In order to accomplish this goal, I highlighted the
specific information that is intended to be adapted over time in red. For example, as I am writing
this paper, the COVID-19 virus has adapted. The newest strain is called the Omicron Variant
and, “as of December 20, 2021, Omicron had been detected in every U.S. state and territory and
continues to be the dominant variant in the United States” (Center for Disease Control, 2022) [12].
According to one source, “The Omicron variant has an average basic reproduction number of 8.2”
(Liu & Rocklov, 2022) [22]. In order to adapt the current lesson plan, a teacher would only need to
change the highlighted portions by filling in the name of the new virus, i.e. The Omicron Variant,
and insert the new basic reproductive number information, i.e. R0 = 8.2. In this way, the lesson
is intended to be easily adaptable as long as information is available for a new basic reproductive
number.
When discussing conclusions drawn from a study about pursuing excellence in mathematics
classroom instruction through exemplary lesson development, Huang & Li state, “Particular emphasis was placed on forming and understanding the essence of the concept and the underlying
mathematical ideas, through exploring and solving a series of mathematically worthwhile problems.
The lesson successfully exemplified the following aspects: (1) setting comprehensive and feasible
teaching objectives; (2) focusing on the essence of core concept (connotation and extension); (3)
guiding students to form, develop and consolidate the mathematics concept progressively; and (4)
profound understanding and proper use of the textbook” (Huang & Li, 2009) [14]. Particular emphasis for creating a relevant and usable lesson plan was placed in my study and creation of this
lesson on step (1) of Huang & Li’s process, setting comprehensive and feasible teaching objectives,
by identifying key math content standards that apply to this modeling situation. Because of my
experience with the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM), I chose to pick my
standards from there [25]. As I went through the standards, I noticed that there are many stan-
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dards for mathematical content and standards for mathematical practice that could be addressed by
a modeling experience such as this one from several different grade levels and subject content areas.
A teacher could adapt their discussions during this lesson and subsequent modeling experience to
apply to several different standards, but for the case of this project, I chose to simply provide a
list of sample standards from various subject content areas that teachers could use to inform their
instruction of this lesson. Although this list is not comprehensive, I feel like these standards provide
a good structure for teachers to create discussion questions and evaluate student thinking.
I also needed to consider the amount of time required to teach, implement, and evaluate this
lesson. I understand that time is a valuable thing for educators and we must intentionally plan each
lesson so that students get enough usefulness and relevance out of the experience to make the time
and effort put into teaching and evaluating the project “worth it.” This lesson was designed to be
implemented during a relevant unit, possibly a unit on functions - including exponential functions in an Algebra I class. As a project in a relevant unit, it could be used to assess students familiarity
with functions while allowing them to explore a “real-life” situation in which the functions they just
learned about can be used. If worked on in a group as suggested in the lesson plan, the exploration
and modeling building part of the lesson could be implemented in one 30-50 minute class period.
If available, additional class time could be given to for students to evaluate, refine, and present
their findings. Teacher evaluation of these projects should be done throughout the creative process
of designing the project as teachers identify learning gaps and witness student understanding of
the mathematical modeling process. Additional evaluation can be done by the teacher after final
projects or papers are presented using a rubric similar to the one found in Appendix D.

When I first started thinking about teaching lessons using relevant mathematical modeling
prompts, I was under the impression that the amount of time it takes to implement these lessons
might not be worth it to a busy secondary math educator, however, the more I learn about and
implement these lessons in my studies, the more I realize that the experiences students gain from
developing their own mathematical models is well worth the time and effort it takes to implement
a task like the one described above. I can truly say that my confidence and interest in developing
relevant mathematical modeling lessons grew as I engaged in the creation of this task and sample
lesson plan for modeling the spread of disease. My research and experience with this task has increased my desire to develop more relevant lesson plans and keep practicing mathematical modeling
in my life and research.
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3.2
The Research Design
The methods of this study were framed around the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) method for
improvement. This framework is designed to, “provide a straightforward, iterative approach to quality improvement” (Hall, 2016) [13]. Prior to the implementation of the study, research questions,
tasks, and design of the study were extensively planned. Following the study, data were analyzed
and interpreted to answer the relevant research questions. I plan to make necessary changes and act
on the results learned by the study in my future teaching practices.
The purpose of this study is to develop a relevant mathematical modeling lesson about disease spread and learn about the impact of the lesson on developing new mathematical modeling
competencies in participants. A trial run of the lesson was conducted with student volunteers from
Utah State University (USU). The three research questions this study will address are:
1. In what way, if at all, does engaging in a mathematical modeling lesson change the participant’s
confidence and interest in using mathematical modeling lessons in future teaching?
2. What ideas for new investigations arise when participants engage in the mathematical modeling
task?
3. In what ways, if any, do participants engage in elements of the mathematical modeling process?
(i.e. understand/define the problem, make useful assumptions, develop a model, compute a
solution, interpret the solution and draw conclusions, validate conclusions, report the solution.)
Data collected from this study include the study participants’ work on the task, discussion
of the mathematics that came up in the work, and their feedback about the usability of the lesson.
These data will be used to inform details included in future lesson plans, to modify current lesson
plans, and will be summarized and discussed in chapters IV and V of this thesis - reflecting on
professional practices and providing insight to the research questions above.
Participants in this study were USU students from a variety of backgrounds. Most participants are interested in mathematics or mathematics education and from the USU Department of
Mathematics and Statistics, but some of the volunteer participants are not pursuing degrees in fields
of mathematics at all. For additional insight on participant background, see Figure 3.1.
The study was conducted in a simulated classroom environment with volunteers in 4 different
sessions, each session containing 1-3 participants. Volunteers were asked to:
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Figure 3.1: Results from the pre-experience survey where participants were asked to self-describe
their comfort level with mathematical modeling
1. Fill out a pre-experience survey. Participants were asked to assess themselves on each of
the following statements on a 5 point Likert scale: “I think there is value in using math to
explain or better understand culturally relevant situations,” “I frequently consider how math
applies to the real world,” “I see the value in designing culturally relevant word problems for
math students,” “I am comfortable with modeling real world situations using mathematics,”
“I would be comfortable teaching other people about mathematical modeling,” and “I would
be comfortable developing a relevant mathematical modeling prompt/lesson for students in a
secondary classroom.”
2. Watch a short video with background information about disease spread then work individually
or in groups to create a model that addresses the questions from the Lesson Tasksheet for
Students [See Appendix B]. This step took an average of 30-45 minutes to complete.
3. Respond to prompts designed to evaluate the lesson including questions like: “What went well
with the task?,” “Was the situation meaningful and interesting to you?”, “Was the goal of the
lesson clear?,” “What are your takeaways from completing the task?,” and “If you were to use
this lesson and task in the future, what would you change?”
4. Work with their groups to answer questions from a lesson development task sheet designed
to help participants brainstorm ideas for other mathematical modeling prompts that they
consider to be socially or culturally relevant today. Participants answered the questions,“List
some things that are going on in the community (local, national, or global) that you consider
important,” “Pick one of the situations you listed before. How could you use math to model
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this situation?,” “What kind of math would be needed to model this situation?,” and “Can
the math used to model this situation be adapted to model another relevant situation?”
5. Fill out post-experience survey. Participants were asked to assess themselves on each of the
following statements on a 5 point Likert scale: “I would use the modeling task presented today
in the appropriate classroom setting,” “I can better see the value in using math to explain culturally relevant situations,” “I am more comfortable with modeling real world situations using
mathematics,” “I would be comfortable teaching other people about mathematical modeling,”
“I would be comfortable developing a relevant mathematical modeling prompt/lesson for students in a secondary classroom,” and “I am interested in using the modeling task presented
today (or a similar modeling task) in future teaching experiences.”
Tasks implemented during the study are designed to measure change in confidence and interest of mathematical modeling throughout the process as well as provide insight to possible answers
for the three research questions. Change in confidence and interest in using mathematical modeling
lessons in the future were analyzed based on the following definitions.
As the result of a study with pre-service student teachers, Norman and Hyland concluded
that confidence can be thought of as having two components: cognitive and emotional. Cognitive
components include perceptions like “belief in one’s knowledge and ability”, “the belief that others
believe in you”, “certainty”, and “feeling sure about what you are doing and why and thinking that
it is the correct thing to do.” Emotional components include perceptions like “not being frightened
in a situation” and “lack of fear” (Norman & Hyland, 2003) [29]. During the thematic analysis of
the qualitative data drawn from responses to participation in the task developed on disease spread,
I looked for themes that addressed both the cognitive and emotional components of confidence.
“Even though interest-based actions are mainly associated with positive emotional experiences, interest is not synonymous with enjoyment. It also implies the notion of personal relevance
and a readiness to engage, with high level effort, in interest-related tasks” (Krapp, 1999, p.24) [18].
When considering how participant interest was affected, I considered comments on personal relevance and engagement as well as positive emotional experiences expressed throughout the study.
Information from the pre and post-experience surveys have been compared and charted and
reported using summary statistics. Information collected from group work on the lesson tasksheet
for students, lesson evaluation worksheet, and lesson development tasksheet was complied and summarized to answer the research questions using Thematic Analysis [8].
See Appendix A for the Instructional Research Board (IRB) Approval for this project.
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CHAPTER 4
CHAPTER IV: RESULTS

In this chapter, an interpretation of conclusions and lessons learned from the test-enactment
of the lesson plan developed on disease spread and subsequent research tasks will be discussed. This
task was implemented in a simulated classroom environment with volunteers in four different research
sessions, each session containing 1-3 participants. Although these conclusions are not definite, they
offer an initial learned perspective on teaching, learning, and developing mathematical modeling
lessons.

4.1
Research Question 1

In what way, if at all, does engaging in a mathematical modeling lesson change the participants
confidence and interest in using mathematical modeling lessons in future teaching?

These excerpts from the surveys show thematic evidence of cognitive and emotional components of increased confidence:
• “I don’t know math and I’m honestly not the most comfortable/confident in it but I tried to
do what I could and be helpful to the group and brainstorm. It was cool to break down the
problem and we figured out better ways to solve it as we went. And I didn’t think we would
but we actually solved [the problem], so that was great!”
• Were you satisfied? “Yes! I think we did a good job of creating a simple model that predicted
disease spread with other outside variables controlled.”
• “[The style of this task] guided us without just giving us answers. It was encouraging and
confidence building to be able to solve [the task] while still being able to stretch.”
Other comments implied that quality communication in group work helped increase confidence
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throughout the modeling process and also effectively helped to improve the model.
These excerpts from the surveys showed evidence of increased participant interest based on
emotional experiences and personal relevance of the task:
• “This activity helped me remember that math is actually cool and maybe I can inspire a future
person to want to do this and help them realize that they can make a change in the world by
using math.”
• “[I took away] the importance and how math is useful in all different situations.”
• “These things fascinate me, so I was intrigued to see how diseases spread.”
• “This was interesting! It’s relevant to today and fun to see how COVID relates to other
diseases.”
• “[This task] was something relevant to what we’re talking about in our culture. I mean, any
time you can do some sort of problem with COVID numbers everyone wants to listen.”
• “I definitely learned something and I definitely feel like [this study] was not a waste of my
time. I was able to reaffirm that I do like math. It was nice to have a chance to feel that. If
it made me feel that and I already know that math is important, it would be cool to see that
help other people as well.”
An overall perception of “having fun” while engaging in this mathematical modeling task
was also a common theme. At least 6 of the 8 participants left comments like, “this was really
interesting and entertaining” and “I had a lot of fun” at some point in their evaluation surveys. The
general feeling of enjoyment also provides evidence that participants confidence and interest may
have increased while participating in the study.
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Figure 4.1: Results of survey questions regarding comfort level with mathematical modeling in a
classroom setting.
Figure 4.1 shows a shift in comfort level from the pre and post-experience surveys regarding
comfort in teaching other people about mathematical modeling. Before engaging in the modeling
task, only two participants, 25% of total participants, agreed or strongly agreed that they would
be comfortable teaching other people about mathematical modeling. After the experience a total of
five participants, 63% of total participants, agreed or strongly agreed that they would be more comfortable teaching other people about mathematical modeling, also providing evidence of a possible
increase in confidence and interest gained throughout this study.

4.2
Research Question 2

What ideas for new investigations arise when participants engage in the mathematical modeling
task?
After engaging in the mathematical modeling tasks, participants were asked to engage in
a group discussion about other relevant situations that could be developed into a mathematical
modeling task for students in a secondary classroom. Below are some summaries of their responses:
• The Russian Invasion of Ukraine - Students could create a model to determine how long it
would take for Ukrainians to get out of the country based on exit points, roads, and other
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Figure 4.2: Results of survey questions regarding comfort level with developing a relevant mathematical modeling lesson prompt.
transportation factors. Students could also model an attack strategy to achieve objectives and
minimize collateral damage.
• Voting Relevance - Students could use game theory, random variables, or computer simulations
to answer questions about voting in their districts or hometowns.
• Gas Prices - Students could create a model to analyze change in gas prices throughout history.
They could also look at the correlation between gas price and the amount of people who drive.
• The Utah Drought - Students could create a model that describes the water distribution area,
i.e. where the water comes from and how many people it goes to. Students could also use
data available about current snow pack to predict the amount of water that will be available
for future use.
Throughout the discussions of these relevant situations, all members of each study group
were equally able to participate in the brainstorming process to find questions about each situation
that could be answered using mathematics. Other topics mentioned included meteorology, climate
control, homelessness, what math classes students should take based on area of study, spread of
information, public health, minimum wage, pollution/inversion, and tuition prices.
Evidence from Figure 4.2 suggests that engaging in the mathematical modeling task during
the study also helped to increase participant comfort in developing their own relevant lesson prompts
for students in a secondary classroom.
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4.3
Research Question 3

In what ways, if any, do participants engage in elements of the mathematical modeling process?
(i.e. understand/define the problem, make useful assumptions, develop a model, compute a
solution, interpret the solution and draw conclusions, validate conclusions, report the solution.)

Study participants were not presented with any information about the mathematical modeling
process before the study. Participants came from different backgrounds with varying experiences
with creating mathematical models but they all needed to rely on a natural and instinctive process
to come up with a solution to the task that they were presented. Despite not being explicitly taught
what a typical mathematical modeling process might look like, each group participated in most, if
not all, of the steps throughout their modeling experiences.
During a reflection of the task, participants were asked to examine a picture of a sample
modeling process [See Figure 2.1], then describe how the process their group used to complete the
task compared with the process described in the diagram. Below are some of their responses:
• “Our process was similar to this, but when our conclusions made no sense, it inspired us to
reformulate immediately.” - This participant also drew an adapted version of the process he
felt his group used to complete the task, shown in figure 4.3.
• “I think this accurately describes what happened. We went through this process and communicated different ideas to each other throughout the whole experience.”
• “We formulated a model, saw its implications, and edited our problems to make something
(hopefully) better.”
• “We certainly followed this to a degree, although not exactly. We started with simpler equations, exponential equations, then moved to more complicated equations until we even thought
of possibilities with calculus and differential equations. It felt like we kept going back to the
formulate a model step over and over again.”
• “We did something really similar to this but I think we created a more difficult situation first,
then we simplified it to actually be able to make our model.”
Other participants gave input on how their group used specific parts of the modeling process
to solve specific parts of the task they were working on. They were able to describe multiple places
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Figure 4.3: Modified version of the mathematical modeling cycle created by a study participant.
where they implemented each step of the mathematical modeling process into their group’s problem
solving process. Below are some of their responses for each step:
1. Understand/Define the Problem
• “We had to start by talking together about what the problem was really saying.”
• “I read the prompt and made sure I understood it. I also had to ask a clarifying question
at the beginning about how the R0 rate actually works to make sure I was thinking about
it right.”
• “We started by discussing exponential models and the meanings of R0 in relationship to
an infectious period.”
• “We had to make sure we knew what each part of the question was saying. We started
by trying to understand how time related to R0 , then started making assumptions after
that.”
2. Make Useful Assumptions
• “The first question we asked was what assumptions we should make. We ended up
deciding to assume a uniform population with uniform contact rates, no control measures,
and we will estimate the infectious period based on what we research.”
• “We made assumptions that allowed for reasoning about a ‘toy’ version of the situation.
The assumptions weren’t always realistic, but they allowed for simpler calculations.”
3. Develop a Model
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• “We couldn’t figure out what equation to use so we started by looking at the picture from
the video of how R0 spreads. We did 2.2 x 2.2 x 2.2 x ... until we realized that we could
write that as an exponential. Then it clicked! Our model needed to be Rx0 .”
• ”We decided to make a model based on the exponential relationship between time and
the infectious period of each disease.”
• “We made our model by finding R0 then realizing the process was 1·R0 ·R0 → 1·R20 → 1·Rk0 ,
where 1 represents ‘patient zero’ and k = time/contagious period.”
4. Compute a Solution
• “We used Desmos to calculate the 30-day infection amounts.”
• “We found answers to the questions about how many people were going to be infected
after 30 days by plugging our equation into Matlab.”
5. Interpret the Solution and Draw Conclusions
• “Our model showed that the whole world would be infected with these diseases in just a
matter of months, sometimes weeks! This obviously isn’t realistic but it makes you think
about how to slow down disease spread.”
• “The higher the R0 , the faster the growth of the disease and the sooner the whole world
gets infected.”
• “It’s worth saying that our conclusions feel wrong but this validates the statement that
all models are at least a little wrong, but still important.”
6. Validate Conclusions
• “Some values we calculated didn’t always make sense. We had to pause and adjust our
model throughout our work to make constant revisions.”
• “I was satisfied with generic exponential factors but there are obviously other factors that
need to be added to this model to make it more realistic.”
• “Our model obviously isn’t very realistic but it shows how a disease might spread with not
preventative measures. If everyone got every disease every time like our model showed,
we would probably be extinct.”
• “Our conclusions are definitely not valid. Some diseases it looked like the whole world
would be infected before Tuesday, others it looked like nobody but patient zero would
ever be infected.”
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7. Report the Solutions
• See Appendix C for samples of participants final models.
Niss and Jensen (2011) explain that mathematical modeling competencies are manifested in
mathematical activities, such as the development of mathematical models. Based on participant
feedback on engagement in the mathematical modeling process and their results from completing
the task, participants were able to use and develop mathematical modeling competencies as they
engaged in the modeling process throughout the study.
In addition to the development of mathematical modeling competencies throughout participant engagement, an additional learned benefit to solving problems using the mathematical modeling
process is the discovery based process that participants often need to use in order to come up with an
educational model. Many participants left positive comments about the “openness” of the problem
solving experience that they engaged in. Some of those comments included:
• “Discussing models in an open-ended way is a great exercise, especially when a positive environment for communication is created.”
• “It was nice that we weren’t corralled into the ‘right’ way to solve this problem. We had
enough rope, so to speak.”
• “The open-ended nature is great for encouraging creativity, different perspectives, and recognizing the limitations of any model and the complexities of real life.”
• “The fact that the task was open and had few constraints was a strength of this task.”
• “I liked how this process was open-ended, yet direct at the same time.”
The “openness” of the mathematical modeling process is one of my personal favorite parts of
using mathematical modeling tasks in teaching. It’s a project based learning approach to allowing
students to construct a concept and discover a relationship inductively before being told a general
rule/formula. It allows students to become their own teachers and realize that there is not always
just one right answer in mathematics.
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CHAPTER 5
CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION

5.1
Key Findings
We can conclude from this study that by engaging in the mathematical modeling task developed for this study on the spread of infectious diseases, certain aspects of participants confidence
and interest in using mathematical modeling lessons in future teaching and learning were increased,
that new ideas for other modeling investigations were easily discussed, and mathematical modeling
competences were developed as participants engaged in almost every element of the mathematical modeling process throughout the study. In this chapter, potential implications for research,
implications for practice, and final conclusions will be discussed.

5.2
Implications for Research
A great deal of learning occurred in these small study groups. Although participants had
different mathematical backgrounds, they were all able to work with the groups they were put into
to come up with a viable model that answered different questions about disease spread. The process
of being introduced to a task, engaging in the modeling process to come up with a solution in a
low pressure environment, then reflecting on accomplishments seemed to prove a valuable resource
for increasing confidence and interest in practicing and developing relevant mathematical modeling
lessons.
This development of confidence and interest while practicing relevant mathematical modeling
backs up a lot of the literature that advocates for these tasks being more widely used and taught in
education. This seems to be an upward trend that will continue to increase as more people learn,
practice, and implement mathematical modeling tasks in their teaching.
In the future, I would like to test-enact more modeling lessons - potentially to a more targeted
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audience (i.e. 9th graders, pre-service secondary teachers, calculus I students, etc...) and answer
questions about how different tasks increase confidence and interest and how relevant a task needs
to be in order to be considered interesting to a specific audience.

5.3
Implications for Practice
As a result of this study, I intend to develop further activities and materials for teaching
socially and politically relevant mathematical modeling lessons. I also hope to use information
gained about developing confidence and interest in teaching relevant mathematical modeling lessons
by interested educators engage in mathematical modeling tasks. I hope to be able to implement this
idea of learning, practicing, and developing mathematical modeling lessons with educators I work
with in the future so they can more comfortably utilize this method of teaching in their classrooms.
Understanding how mathematics teachers develop their talents for teaching mathematical modeling
has the potential to impact future generations by closing the gap between the outside world and
school math.
Participant feedback on this task will also be used to edit the teacher notes for the lesson plan
on modeling infectious diseases [See Appendix B] and will be used to develop future lessons.

Figure 5.1: Results of post experience survey questions regarding participant interest in using this
modeling task in future teaching experiences.
Inspired by the task development portion of the study, I was also able to implement a task
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development discussion into final project for a class that I am currently teaching. Earlier in the
year, students had the opportunity to engage in a mathematical modeling task about water conservation, then they discussed the impact that knowledge gained from their models could have on the
environment. With this task in mind, students were asked to use a discussion board to (1) comment
on a topic that they find relevant and interesting then (2) respond to other students topics with
questions about each topic that could be answered using mathematics. After questions were refined
and tasks were created, students had the opportunity to engage in creating a mathematical model
about something that they feel is personally relevant because they came up with the questions on
their own. See Appendix D for the prompts designed by students in the Spring 2022 section of
MATH 2010.

5.4
Conclusions
Although mathematical modeling is not the only way to connect learners to the subject of
mathematics, it certainly is one way to engage students in learning that is interesting and relevant
to them. As I watched participants engage in this mathematical modeling task about disease spread
during the study sessions, I saw a spark of confidence and interest in understanding more about
these relevant mathematical modeling lessons in some of the participants. This is the same spark
that I experienced when I initially started learning about mathematical modeling. As I was able to
interact with participants engaging in the mathematical modeling task, I could also feel a continued
increase in my confidence and interest in teaching relevant mathematical modeling lessons. This
process is not one that happens over night, rather, it is one that is cultivated and developed over
time. As we continue to learn, practice, and teach mathematical modeling, we continue the cycle of
developing confidence and interest, and hopefully spread a little bit of that confidence and interest
to those around us.
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APPENDIX B

Files in this appendix include:
(1) Teacher Resources – Always Relevant Lesson Plan: Infectious Diseases
and
(2) Lesson Tasksheet for Students

Always Relevant Lesson Plan: Infectious Diseases
Why is it relevant?: Whether it’s the common cold, this year's strain of the flu, smallpox,
swine flu, STDs, or COVID-19, infectious diseases always seem to make their way into the
news. This lesson will allow students to construct a model that compares the reproduction
rate of a chosen infectious disease outbreak with outbreaks from history.
Sample Math Content Standards:
(CCSSM, 2010)
Practice Standard 4) Model with mathematics.
A-SSE.2.) Seeing Structure in Expressions: Use the structure of an expression to identify
ways to rewrite it.
A-CED.1.) Create equations and inequalities in one variable and use them to solve problems.
F-LE.1.) Distinguish between situations that can be modeled with linear functions and with
exponential functions.
S-ID.6.a.) Represent data on two quantitative variables on a scatter plot, and
describe how the variables are related. Fit a function to the data; use functions fitted to data to
solve problems in the context of the data.
Sample Lesson Plan:
Introduction to Disease Spread
Infectious diseases are caused by pathogens (viruses, bacteria, other microorganisms).
Infected individuals spread the disease through contact (direct or indirect) with susceptible
individuals. Once infected, disease dynamics vary but epidemiologists use the basic
reproduction number, or R0, to model “ the contagiousness or transmissibility of infectious
agents” directly generated by one case in a population where all individuals are susceptible to
infection. (Delamater et al, 2019)
Watch this video (or another video of your choosing) as an introduction to R0:
What is the basic reproduction number? - YouTube
The Prompt
Relevant to the SARS-CoV-2 Disease Spread
The transmission of infectious diseases has been tracked for centuries. According to the
video, the basic reproductive rate of SARS-CoV-2 is R0 = 2.2 (data relevant as of May 18th,
2020). Suppose R0 = 2.2 is an accurate estimate for R0 and that there are no control
measures in place to stop the spread of the disease.
Research the basic reproductive number of at least 4 other diseases from history and create a
model that compares the expected number of infected individuals for each of the 4 diseases

you chose from history after one month with the expected number of infected individuals for
the SARS-CoV-2 disease after one month.
Answer the following questions:
● Which disease does your model predict to infect the most people after one month?
Does that correlate with what happened historically?
● How long would it take for the most rapidly growing disease that you modeled to infect
○ 100,000 people?
○ 1 million people?
○ The whole world?
● Are these models realistic? Explain why or why not.
Possible Strategies for Groups and Presentation of Results
I have found that engaging in the mathematical modeling process is best when done in
groups. Split your classroom into groups of 3-5. Encourage collaboration among groups
before you step in and provide help if groups get stuck.
Encourage students to present on every step of the mathematical modeling process, not
just their results. For example, the following presentation prompt and instructions could be
presented:
__________________________________________________________________________
As a group engage in the mathematical modeling process to formulate a statement problem
and develop a mathematical model to help answer the questions. Remember - your model
does not have to be perfect but you should be able to justify all of your results.
Prepare a 5 to 7 minute presentation and a 2-3 page written report that includes the following:
• concise statement of the problem,
• information you researched,
• assumptions you made and their justifications,
• your mathematical model (labeled with proper units),
• computations and their interpretations,
• conclusions and validity of your model, and
• recommendations, impacts, and results gathered from your model.
__________________________________________________________________________
A less formal presentation could also be given in the form of a poster walk. Ask students to
create a poster with the items from the bullet points above and prepare to discuss their
findings with members of other groups for 2 minutes (or any amount of time your class
needs). Split up groups, set a time, and let people rotate around the room. Each student
should get a chance to present their poster and evaluate other posters.
Be sure to include time for a discussion of findings after students present their work. Possible
discussion questions could include:
● What did your model tell you about the spread of diseases? Is this realistic?
● If we wanted to slow down the spread of these diseases (i.e. “flatten the curve”), what
protective measures could be taken?

●

Why are these protective measures (i.e. washing hands, staying at home, wearing
masks) important?

Encourage your students to ask their own questions. Possibly create a reflection component
of the assignment where students write about their results and how they might influence their
understanding of disease spread.
Sample Approach/Possible Model
Relevant to the SARS-CoV-2 Disease Spread
__________________________________________________________________________
A Note to the Teacher: The following “sample approach” will attempt to outline possible
student thinking during each of the six steps that make up the math modeling process
according to SIAM (video link in the resources section). Actual student results will vary.
__________________________________________________________________________
Define the Problem:
●
●
●

●

Model the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic compared to 4 other diseases.
Which disease does your model predict to infect the most people after one month?
Does that correlate with what happened historically?
How long would it take for the most rapidly growing disease that you modeled to infect
○ 100,000 people?
○ 1 million people?
○ The whole world?
Are these models realistic? Explain why or why not.

Making assumptions:
1. 1 month = 30 days
2. Each disease starts with 1 person infected on “day 0”
3. Term for R0 to spread is 1 day. (This is a big misconception, but a common assumption
you might see. )
4. Model won’t anticipate a recovered or immune population.
5. Population of the world: about 7.9 billion (www.worldometers.info)
Defining Variables:
● SARS-CoV-2; R0 = 2.2
● Influenza (seasonal strains); R0 = 1.3
● Ebola (2014 outbreak); R0 = 1.8
● Polio; R0 = 6
● HIV/AIDS; R0 = 3.5
*Information for other diseases estimated from Wikipedia.
__________________________________________________________________________
Note: Some of these diseases are transmitted differently (respiratory droplets, body fluids,
fecal/oral route, etc..) which might affect the rate at which they actually spread among a
population. Maybe your students will want to choose 5 diseases that are all transmitted the
same way?

__________________________________________________________________________
Getting a Solution:

__________________________________________________________________________

Note: Depending on when a student decides to round each of these numbers, data can vary a
lot. Here, I decided to round to the nearest 10th each time. Encourage students to justify each
step to themselves as they go to see if it is still making sense.
__________________________________________________________________________
Based on analysis of these tables, I find a General Formula: In = R0n
Can I graph the models? Yes!!

Influenza (Seasonal Strains); R0 = 1.3
Ebola (2014 Outbreak); R0 = 1.8
SARS-CoV-2; R0 = 2.2
HIV/AIDS; R0 = 3.5
Polio; R0 = 6
__________________________________________________________________________
Note: The above graph was made using Desmos | Let's learn together. If students choose to
graphically represent their models, they can use features on Desmos to find and visualize
solutions to some of the prompt questions (i.e. how many days does it take for 100,000
people to be infected).
__________________________________________________________________________
Analysis and Model Assessment:
I notice from the graph that the seasonal strains of influenza are the least contagious of
diseases that I modeled. This makes sense to me because it’s reproductive number is closest
to 1. Not surprisingly, the most infectious disease is Polio. It’s reproductive number is an
alarming 6 and it starts growing exponentially fast after only 4 days.
Reporting the Results:
●

Which disease does your model predict to infect the most people after one month?

Does that correlate with what happened historically?
Polio is the most rapidly infecting virus from my model. In less than 30 days, my model
predicts that more than the entire population of the world would be infected. According to
cdc.gov, polio has been around since ancient times and there was never a month in history
where every living person contracted the virus. We also have a vaccine for polio today that
has practically eradicated the disease so this model doesn’t make a ton of sense in today's
logic. The cdc does however consider the poliovirus to be “very contagious” so with a
reproductive ratio of 6, it makes sense that it would spread so fast!
●

How long would it take for the most rapidly growing disease that you modeled to infect
○ 100,000 people?
100,000 = 6x implies x ≈ 6.43.
Ans: A little more than 6 days.
○ 1 million people?
1,000,000 = 6x implies x ≈ 7.71.
Ans: A little less than 8 days.
○ The whole world?
7,900,000,000 = 6x implies x ≈ 12.72.
Ans: A little less than 13 days.
●

Are these models realistic? Explain why or why not.

Not really. We assumed at the beginning that there were no preventative measures for these
diseases (i.e. washing hands, social distancing) and that there was no recovery. Our models
also show each of these diseases growing exponentially over time but we know that a real
disease couldn’t spread exponentially because there are population restrictions. This model
makes a lot of assumptions that wouldn’t necessarily happen in real life but it does a good job
overall of modeling how a disease could grow short term without preventions in a highly
interactive community (i.e. schools or airports).
Alternate Sample Approach/Possible Model
Relevant to the SARS-CoV-2 Disease Spread
__________________________________________________________________________
A Note to the Teacher: The following “sample approach” will follow a similar approach to the
student thinking above with the difference of 1 assumption. Instead of assuming R0 multiplies
after one day, this approach will take into account the average transmissivity rate of each
disease and talk about the possibility of a recursive model. This approach will also show other
potential variations of student thinking by using different data.
__________________________________________________________________________
Define the Problem:
●

Model the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic compared to 4 other diseases.
Evaluate the model and answer questions about the growth of each disease.

Making assumptions:
● 1 month = 31 days

●
●
●
●

Each disease starts with 1 person infected on “day 0”
We will average typical “transmissivity” periods (T) for each disease
Model won’t anticipate a recovered or immune population
Population of the world is about 8 billion (8 x 109)

Defining Variables:
●
●
●
●
●

SARS-CoV-2; R0 = 2.2, T = 14 days
Influenza (Flu); R0 = 1.5, T = 4 days
Chickenpox (Varicella); R0 = 11, T = 7 days
Common Cold; R0 = 2.5, T = 8 days
MERS; R0 = .5, T = 5 days

*Basic Reproduction Number for other diseases were averaged from various internet sources;
most averages for T were found from the CDC website under “Transmission” for each
disease.
Getting a Solution:
First, we consider a formula to calculate how much a specific disease spreads after n days.
f(n) = R0n/T ; where n is the number of days, and T is the infectious period or transmission rate.
This function was graphed using each of the R0 values above on desmos. The graph was
then used to create tables detailing the number of people infected by each disease after 0, 1,
2, 7, and 30 days.

After graphing and comparing the models for each of the diseases, I notice that my model
isn’t completely correct! This model shows how many new people are infected each day but
doesn’t show the total number of infected people. I consider what this means and decide to
write this formula:
f(n) = R0n/T + f(n-1), where f(0) = 1.
This is a little more difficult to graph but interesting to think about! Consider the plot from
Wolfram Mathematica.

__________________________________________________________________________
Note: The above graph was made using Wolfram Mathematica which is, unfortunately, not a
free program. It does however show an interesting difference that might be interesting to
discuss with the class after student models have been presented. Another way to discuss the
addition of previously infected people to the new number of infected people is by discussing
integrals - finding the area under the curve.
__________________________________________________________________________
Analysis and Model Assessment:
This model shows that the most infectious disease from the list we chose is the chickenpox,
which has an R0 value of 11 and is contagious for a total of 7 days. Although this is not
surprising based on the R0 value, it is interesting to think about the spread in real life.
Because of common vaccines, we don’t typically see cases of the chickenpox spread as
quickly as our model suggests - infecting around 29,000 people after just one month. Another
interesting result of this model is the exponentially decreasing model for MERS. Because the
R0 value for MERS is less than one, we never see the disease spread, showing us that our
model is less useful for any disease with a basic reproductive number less than 1.
Reporting the Results:
●

Which disease does your model predict to infect the most people after one month?
Does that correlate with what happened historically?

Chickenpox is the most rapidly infecting virus from my model. In less than 30 days, my model
predicts that about 29,047.

●

How long would it take for the most rapidly growing disease that you modeled to infect
○ 100,000 people?
100,000 = 11x/7 implies x
≈ 33.61.
Ans: A little less than 34 days.
○ 1 million people?
1,000,000 = 11x/7 implies x ≈ 40.33.
Ans: A little more than 10 days.
○ The whole world?
7,900,000,000 = 11x/7 implies x ≈ 66.53.
Ans: A little more than 67 days.
●

Are these models realistic? Explain why or why not.

Although these models seem more realistic than the previous model, they still are not very
realistic. We assumed at the beginning that there were no preventative measures for these
diseases (i.e. washing hands, social distancing) and that there was no recovery. Our models
also show each of these diseases growing exponentially over time but we know that a real
disease couldn’t spread exponentially because there are population restrictions. This model
makes a lot of assumptions that wouldn’t necessarily happen in real life but it does a good job
overall of modeling how a disease could grow with preventions.
Additional Resources:
●
●

●

Is your class new to the mathematical modeling process? Start with this video: What is
Math Modeling? Video Series Part 1: What is Math Modeling? - YouTube
The Wikipedia Page for the Basic Reproduction Number. If your class doesn’t have
time or resources to research reproductive numbers for other diseases, consider
printing off the table at the bottom of the page and letting them pick what to model
from there. Basic reproduction number - Wikipedia
Do you want to continue the discussion about disease spread? Consider teaching this
lesson on an SIR model.
https://digitalcommons.odu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1197&context=biology_fac
_pubs

REFERENCES
Delamater, P. L., Street, E. J., Leslie, T. F., Yang, Y., & Jacobsen, K. H. (2019). Complexity of
the Basic Reproduction Number (R0). Emerging Infectious Diseases, 25(1), 1-4.
https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2501.171901.
Council of Chief State School Officers National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices. Common Core State Standards for Mathematics. National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers,
Washington D.C., 2010.

Disease Transmission: “How do diseases spread?”
The goal of this activity is to discover the relationship between the basic reproductive number
and the growth of specific diseases in history. In your group, engage in the mathematical
modeling process to develop a mathematical model to help determine a pattern for disease
spread.
The Prompt:
The transmission of infectious diseases has been tracked for centuries. According to the video,
the basic reproductive rate of SARS-CoV-2 is R0 = 2.2 (data relevant as of May 18th, 2020).
Suppose R0 = 2.2 is an accurate estimate for R0 and that there are no control measures in place
to stop the spread of the disease.
Research the basic reproductive number of at least 4 other diseases from history and create a
model that compares the expected number of infected individuals for each of the 4 diseases you
chose from history after one month with the expected number of infected individuals for the
SARS-CoV-2 disease after one month.
Answer the following questions:
●
●

●

Which disease does your model predict to infect the most people after one month? Does
that correlate with what happened historically?
How long would it take for the most rapidly growing disease that you modeled to infect
○ 100,000 people?
○ 1 million people?
○ The whole world?
Are these models realistic? Explain why or why not.

Prepare to present your findings on the poster provided to your group. Plan to include the
following information in your presentation:
● Statement of the Problem
● Information Researched
● List of Assumptions
● Models
● Computations
● Results
● Interpretation of Results/Recommendations
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Files in this appendix include sample models developed by research participants.
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APPENDIX D

Modeling Tasks Developed by and for USU MATH 2010 students, Spring 2022

Always Relevant Modeling Prompts
As a group engage in the mathematical modeling process to formulate a statement problem and
develop a mathematical model to help answer your assigned question. Remember - your model
does not have to be perfect but you should be able to justify all of your results.
Prepare a 5 to 7 minute presentation and a 2-3 page written report that includes the following:
• concise statement of the problem,
• information you researched,
• assumptions you made and their justifications,
• your mathematical model (labeled with proper units),
• computations and their interpretations,
• conclusions and validity of your model, and
• recommendations, impacts, and results gathered from your model.

Lake Powell Water Levels
Create a model that describes the yearly change in water level at Lake Powell. Can your model
predict the water level 5 years from now? 10 years? What does this say about water levels in
Utah and surrounding areas? Describe potential impacts that your findings may have on the
communities surrounding Lake Powell.
History of Mental Illness
Create a model that describes the change in people that have experienced mental illness. Can
your model predict the amount of people who will have experienced mental illness 5 years from
now? 10 years? What impact will that have on your community? What recommendations do you
have for healthcare professionals based on your model?
Gun Control
Compare per capita gun ownership numbers for each state. Create a model to predict gun sales
in a state of your choosing. Are there any unexpected dips or growths in your model? Why do
you think that happened? Can your model predict how many guns will be sold per capita in the
next 5 years? What about 10 years from now? What would you recommend to sellers in that
state based on your model?
Predicting Oscar Award Winners
What is the ratio of people who win an oscar award to the people nominated for one? What are
the odds that "Dune" wins for best picture out of the 10 nominees? Create a model that can
predict the likelihood of an actor/actress being nominated for an oscar in the coming years
based on past data. Make sure to consider likelihood based on how many films they’ve been in,
how “successful” of an actress/actor they are, and if they have won an award in the past. What
recommendations would you make to an actor/actress who wants to win an Oscar in the next 5
years to make a success more likely?

Inflation in the United States
How has the inflation rate in the United States risen over time? Create a model to predict the
rate of change in inflation over a period of time. Can your model predict how the inflation rate
might change in the next 5 years? 10 years? Consider how that might impact the economy in
the future.
Poverty Rates in the United States
Has the poverty rate in the United States increased or decreased historically, and by how much?
Create a model that will predict future changes in poverty in the US. What percentage of the
population will be below poverty levels in 5 years? 10 years? How this will affect your
community and the students you will teach in the future. Consider looking at the probability a
student in poverty will graduate high school or the probability a student in poverty will go to
college. How would you recommend school districts to prepare to help students in poverty
based on your model?
Utah Droughts
Create a model that can predict the average rainfall in the state of Utah. Based on the data
you’ve collected, is Utah in a drought right now? As you create your model, consider addressing
these questions: What is the worst drought Utah has ever experienced? Do you think that will
happen again? What is the difference of the average rainfall in Utah between 2012 and 2022?
Based on your model, how much rain should Utah expect to receive in 5 years? 10 years?
Gas Prices
Create a model to predict changes in gas prices throughout an average year. Are there outside
factors that change gas prices? Use your model to predict gas prices for July of this year.
According to your model, what should we expect gas prices to be in 5 years? 10 years?
National Parks
Millions of people visit America’s National Parks every year. Which National Park is the most
visited? Create a model that will predict the daily amount of visitors at one of your favorite
National Parks. Which time of year is the park the most busy? Which time of year is the park the
least busy? Can your model predict the amount of visitors in the park next July? Next
December? What are your recommendations to someone who wants to visit the park?
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Files in this appendix include:
(1) Area of Tree Leaves Modeling Prompt
The first modeling task experienced by the author as a graduate student.
Developed by the Mathematics Of Doing, Understanding, Learning, and Educating for Secondary
Schools (MODULE(S2)) modeling writing team
and
(2) Water Conservation: A Modeling Experience
The first modeling task taught by the author to her Math 2010 Class at Utah State.
Lesson taken from Utah States Math 2010 Guided Notes, edited and compiled by Derrick
Harkness, Will Tidwell, & Patrick Seegmiller,
adapted from a lesson found in the MODULE(S2) curriculum.

8.2. WATER CONSERVATION: A MODELING EXPERIENCE

8.2

Water Conservation: A Modeling Experience
Section Objectives

8.2.1. Given a problem, you will use the modeling
gorithmic skill).
process to design a model that represents the
8.2.2. Given a problem, you will determine how, if at
situation, addresses the problem, and provides
all, to use the modeling process to address and
an appropriate interpretation of the results (alsolve the problem (application).

Preview Activity 8.2.1: Introduction to Water Conservation
To prepare to engage in a modeling project concerning water conservation, watch the video
How to Conserve Watera (National Geographic, 2020) and respond to the following prompts:
a. Write a paragraph detailing any experiences you may have had dealing with water
conservation or if you know of a place that has or is having a water crisis. This could be
from personal experience or from others’ experiences that you have heard about.

b. Based on what you saw in the video, what are some things things that we can do to help
conserve water? List between 3 - 5 things.

c. As you think about water conservation, it is important to think about where water comes
from. Where does the water you use come from?

a
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oW-iuvCZnNA
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Shower vs. Bath
A significant portion of our individual water use takes place in the bathroom, so this experience
leads us to think about how much water we use when we bathe or shower. We will engage in
a mathematical modeling task (appropriate for middle or high school students) to deepen our
understanding of the modeling process with a focus on making assumptions and drawing connections
among various mathematical approaches that arise in the solutions.
Some water conservationists say that showering uses less water than bathing. Others say this is not
true! Keep in mind that older shower heads have a higher flow rate while energy-saving shower heads
have a lower flow rate. Bathtubs also vary in size. Our goal is to provide a method to determine
if a shower or a bath uses more water and give a justification for our choice. To do this, we will
develop a model that will help in determining if a shower or a bath uses more water.
Activity 8.2.2: Defining the Problem
The first step is to state the problem in a way that can measure some outcome and then, define
any terms used in defining the problem.
a. Develop a problem statement that accurately describes the situation.

b. List and define any ambiguous terms.

Activity 8.2.3: Making Assumptions
Next, create a list of any initial assumptions and the reasoning for making them. Note that it
may be necessary to add additional assumptions as the model is being built, but these can be
added later.
a. List any assumptions that were made while defining the problem along with any justifications.

(cont’d on next page)

Harkness, Tidwell, & Seegmiller
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8.2. WATER CONSERVATION: A MODELING EXPERIENCE

Activity 8.2.3: Making Assumptions (cont’d)
b. What are some things that need to known?

c. What are some things that may not be available?

d. Based on the work completed so far, what are some other assumptions that will need to
be made? Be sure to include justifications for them.

Activity 8.2.4: Defining Variables
Next, we need to consider some of the values we will need to use in order to build our model.
a. What are some of the values that will not change (we will call these parameters)?

b. What are some of the values that may vary or change (these will be our variables)?

(cont’d on next page)
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Activity 8.2.4: Defining Variables (cont’d)
c. How do the different values relate to each other (i.e., how are the variable related?, the
parameters?)?

Activity 8.2.5: Getting a Solution
At this point in our experience, we should already be thinking about ways that we can
mathematically answer our problem statement. It may not be solidified yet, but after reflecting
on how the variables and parameters interact with each other, we are well on our way.
a. Formalize what we have developed so far into some sort of mathematical formula. Be
sure to define any parameters and variables used.

b. Use the formula form above with varying inputs to produce a variety of outputs. We
could do this using a table or a graph.

c. Based on the results of using our formula, give a preliminary description of the results.

Harkness, Tidwell, & Seegmiller
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8.2. WATER CONSERVATION: A MODELING EXPERIENCE

Activity 8.2.6: Analysis and Model Assessment
As we start to wrap up our modeling experience, we need to make sure that our model makes
sense and measures what we want it to.
a. Explain briefly why our preliminary results make sense in context of our problem or, if
they do not, explain why not.

b. Consider the formula once again. Identify the assumptions that we make when using the
formula (these should match up with the assumptions we listed above).

c. Explain why the assumptions are necessary and why they make sense.

d. Are there any assumptions that we could do without (i.e., could we add an additional
variable)? Is so, how would that change our model?

e. Are there any other changes that need to be made to our model? If so, make them and
rerun our analysis. If not, what is our final mathematical model?
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Remark 8.2.1
It is important to note that our first attempt at a model is rarely the one we finally end up
with. Take the analysis and model assessment seriously. We should do our best to come up
with the model that best fits the situation and they can take several revisions of our model.

The final stage of the mathematical modeling process is reporting our results. This can be done
by preparing a presentation, writing a report, or both. Both the presentation and report should
include the following:
• concise problem statement,
• information you researched,
• justification for assumptions you made,
• your model (labeled with proper units),
• computations and interpretations (i.e., what does the solution mean?),
• conclusions and validity (e.g., is the solution reasonable and does it make sense? what
conclusions can be drawn based on your model?), and
• recommendations.
This part of the modeling process is saved as an exercise.

Harkness, Tidwell, & Seegmiller
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8.2. WATER CONSERVATION: A MODELING EXPERIENCE

Exercises for Section 8.2

Name:

1. In order to report the results of your work create a presentation (e.g., PowerPoint, Google
Slides, etc.) that includes each of the items listed above.
2. Consider your experience with the water conservation modeling activity and respond to the
following prompts:
a. What information did you consider necessary to answer the question in the problem?
Where did you find all this information? Did you make any assumptions or choices in
the solution?

b. What mathematics did you use to solve the problem? How did you select those mathematical concepts?
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c. Do you feel that the process of solving this problem was linear (step-by-step) or did you
find yourself backing up, making changes to your previous decisions and then continuing
with the solution? If so, give an example of this.

d. Did your solution make sense to you? Discuss the reasonableness of your solution and
what you did to improve it if it was not reasonable.

Harkness, Tidwell, & Seegmiller

MATH 2010 Guided Notes
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APPENDIX F

Draft of an Article Submitted to the Journal for the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
Submitted December 15, 2021.

Always Relevant Mathematical Modeling Situations
Resources for linking mathematics to current events in an ever-evolving world
Jacy Beck and Brynja Kohler

The COVID-19 pandemic first halted our normal lives, then over the past year
and a half, it spread and changed. For necessary public health protection, people were
kept apart. Yet we were kept apart in a highly interconnected world, so our interactions
continued and new ways emerged for raising our voices to change society. Throughout
this time, teachers and their students connected by quickly learning and adopting new
technologies, and some put aside their traditional curriculum and activities to connect
mathematics learning to relevant current events. As teachers, we can identify students’
strengths and useful learning supports that students might need by giving them a
chance to apply their math knowledge through helping them engage in relevant
modeling tasks. In our hands-on, information based society, there is nothing better than
a creative modeling project to help teachers identify their students’ knowledge and
advance their learning in mathematics. Students need to gain experience using
mathematics in order to understand it, and we can help by giving them opportunities to
apply what they know to engaging and relevant situations.
Many relevant situations that can be modeled by students with basic and
advanced mathematics are always available, but a few modeling tasks that are always
relevant can easily be used in the classroom to help students experience applicable
mathematics. An always relevant modeling task centers itself in a context that --regardless of timing, location, and culture --- connects to students' lived experiences or
interests. For example, has there recently been a large public gathering in your city? A
demonstration? An inauguration? A concert? How many people were there? An always
relevant modeling situation is estimating the size of a crowd (see figure 1).

The pictures below show the crowd at the “March on Washington” event led by Martin
Luther King, Jr.

Develop a procedure that can be used to estimate the number of people in the
picture.
References & Resources:
This task comes from lesson 1 of the MODULES curriculum from
https://modules2.com/ (lesson resources available upon request).
After students have worked on creating a model, they can compare their approach
with that of professionals, see
http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/2014/11/news-police-like-estimate-crowd-siz
e-parade-protest-like/
Fig. 1: Crowd Size Estimation modeling task
Using some of the examples of always relevant problems in this article, we have
seen students push themselves to use the math that they already know in new and
creative ways. We will discuss ways that adapting these always relevant modeling
prompts to address current socio-political events can help teachers (1) connect students
with mathematics, (2) understand student thinking and provide supports, (3) raise
quantitative literacy among all students, and (4) raise civic awareness in the classroom.
While providing our students with real-life, relevant and applicable situations, we can
also promote civic engagement, potentially inspiring our students to become better
global citizens.

Connect students with mathematics
How students become engaged is described in Mitchell Resnick’s book, Lifelong
Kindergarten: Cultivating Creativity through Projects, Passion, Peers, and Play (2018).
He describes a creative cycle (imagine, create, play, share, reflect, imagine…) that
explains how students of all ages engage in creative work. A modeling problem lends
itself to this structure nicely as students imagine situations of interest, create
mathematical models, play with the problem by computing and analyzing their model of
the situation, share and discuss their results with others, and validate and reflect on the
models - potentially needing to go back, reimagine the situation of interest, and start the
cycle over again. This creative cycle is much like the mathematical modeling cycle
depicted in state standards and research about mathematical modeling. When used to
solve an always relevant modeling prompt, this creative cycle encourages students to
think deeply about mathematics, creating a connection to problems and social issues
that are currently relevant to them.
In order to help our students make connections, we need to teach relevant
mathematics without forgetting the important things that we learned in our experience of
virtual mathematics instruction. During the pandemic, we were able to get a glimpse into
each other's homes and were challenged to connect math to our home life. It matured
our thinking as teachers to remember that students are human beings with outside lives.
Hopefully, it provided us with more empathy to see students' lives in a deeper way. This
deeper thinking can be our motivation to help students reconnect with math that is
relevant to them through modeling relevant situations.

Online teaching has also encouraged more collaborative work through
technology (i.e. breakout rooms and jamboards). These technologies also allowed
teachers to help students visualize mathematics in more ways than simply on the
whiteboard by encouraging the use of interactive demonstrations through programs like
Desmos, Geogebra, and web based applets and animations. The experience of virtual
mathematics certainly helped to mature our instruction and expand our ideas about
making home-school connections in mathematics. Now, students can use those new
skills to help with their modeling projects.
Another example of an always relevant modeling situation is dealing with scarcity
of clean drinking water. Climate change is creating severe droughts in various
locations. What are some ways in which we can reduce our energy consumption and
preserve diminishing natural resources? Figure 2 shows a modeling task that
encourages students to make assumptions and develop models, connecting
mathematics learning with their everyday lives.

Some water conservationists say that showering uses less water than bathing. Others
say this is not true! Keep in mind that older shower heads have a flow rate of up to 3.4
gallons/minute while energy-saving shower heads have a flow rate as low as 1.9
gallons/minute. Bathtubs also vary in size. Provide a method to determine if a shower
or a bath uses more water, and explain your approach.

References & Resources:
This task comes from the publication Going with the Flow (Felton, Cortez, and Anhalt
2015) available at
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/302560690_Going_with_the_Flow_Challeng
ing_Students_to_Make_Assumptions
Additionally, this task can be found in lesson 5 of module 1 from the MODULES
curriculum; https://modules2.com/ (lesson resources available upon request).
An interactive sample model for this prompt can be found on desmos at
https://www.desmos.com/calculator/3pf7j7inlv
Fig. 2: Water Conservation modeling task

Understand student thinking and provide supports
When engaging students in relevant mathematical modeling, it is important to ensure
that they have appropriate support measures in place to ultimately be successful.
When students are working on creative projects, the teacher has an important role to
guide them along the way. Resnick (2018) describes various ways that a teacher can
support creative thinking and learning as a catalyst, consultant, connector, and
collaborator. Each of these approaches allows the instructor to give scaffolded support
in different ways.

As a catalyst, the teacher can start by providing students with a relevant
modeling prompt that will “spark” their creativity and help start the learning process. The
teacher can also serve as a catalyst throughout the learning process when students get
stuck and might need help re-engaging and moving forward. In a classroom of students
working on a prompt about conserving water when showering/bathing (see figure 2), a
group of students may be stuck on what information to include in their model; i.e. size of
the bathtub, flow rate of the water, time spent in the shower or on what kind of equation
to use; i.e. numerical tables, linear equations, functions. A teacher acting as a catalyst
could ask questions like, “What is the most important thing we need to understand
about the situation?” and “Where can we find the essential information?'', thus
kickstarting the students' creativity while still giving them the freedom to think for
themselves.
As a consultant, the teacher serves as a guide - offering students tips and advice
that can help them complete their project in the way that they want to complete it. A
teacher in a consultant role should help students understand their goal and refine their
project but not necessarily provide all the answers. For example, when modeling
disease spread, another always relevant modeling situation (see figure 3), a student
might need help understanding how to include infection and recovery rates into a model.
The teacher as a consultant can give examples and guide students to available
resources, helping them move forward with their project while still using their own ideas
to accomplish the task.
According to Live Science, in 2014 there were 110 million people in the USA infected
with a Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD) out of a total population of 319 million.
Every year it is estimated that 5% of the healthy people become infected with an STD

and about 15% of the infections are cured. We are interested in finding out as much
as possible about this situation. For instance, if this trend continues:
● What proportion of the USA population will be infected after 1 year, 5 years,
and 32 years?
● What conclusions can you draw from your work?
● How do the results change if the 5% annual infection rate is reduced to 4%?
What if the 15% annual recovery rate is increased to 16%?
● Explain how you would recommend spending resources: reducing the infection
rate or increasing the recovery rate.
References & Resources:
Inspiration for this task was found from the article, Hidden STD Epidemic: 110 Million
Infections in the US. Live Science, retrieved from www.livescience.com
Additional lesson materials can be found in lesson 4 of module 1 from the MODULES
curriculum; https://modules2.com/ (lesson resources available upon request).
Fig. 3: Disease Spread modeling task
The teacher as a connector is tasked with providing students additional
resources to complete their projects. When engaging in modeling tasks like the ones
we’ve been talking about, it is likely that students will need information that hasn’t
already been provided to them. Teachers can connect students with resources from
online sources, textbooks, or even other students. When modeling the effects of the
Flint, Michigan water crisis (see figure 4) in a classroom recently, different groups of
students using similar methods to model the problem were able to work together to
overcome challenges and answer questions. This allowed them to recall information
they already knew without needing to be “retaught” by the teacher.
Walmart, Coca Cola, Nestlé, PepsiCo said that they will donate bottles of water for
school children in Flint, Michigan, to help with the city's public health crisis over lead
contaminated water. On January 26 the companies said that they are planning to
collectively donate water to meet the daily needs of over 10,000 school children for
the balance of the calendar year'' (Bever, 2016, p. 1). To do so, the companies will
send 176 truckloads of bottled water – up to 6.5 million bottles – to Flint.
● How do we know how much water will be enough to meet the daily needs of
Flint school children until December 31, 2016?
● Is the companies' plan a good one?

References & Resources:
This task comes from the article Engaging teachers in the powerful combination of
mathematical modeling and social justice: The Flint water task. (Aguirre, Anhalt,
Cortez, Turner, & Simic-Muller, 2019).
This task can also be found in lesson 4 of module 3 from the MODULES curriculum;
https://modules2.com/ (lesson resources available upon request).
Background information for this task is available in the article, Amid Flint crisis,
Walmart, Coca-Cola, Nestlé and PepsiCo to donate millions of water bottles.
Washington Post, retrieved from www.washingtonpost.com/ and in the first 3:45 min of
this CNN Student News video;
http://www.cnn.com/2016/01/13/studentnews/sn-content-thurs/index.html
Fig. 4: Water Crisis in Flint, Michigan modeling task
Finally, the teacher can work with students on their projects as a collaborator.
Students will naturally ask questions when they are stuck but instead of simply
answering their questions and moving on, teachers can get involved in the process,
help students understand the implications of their methods, and provide valuable
insights that will help the students reach their end goal. This not only helps the students
feel like their work is valuable and appreciated but also helps educators assess and
address gaps, especially those that may have come from non-traditional teaching and
disruptions that may have occurred during the pandemic.
By using these mentoring tactics, teachers can scaffold instruction to help
students understand mathematics for themselves. This creates an unrestrained learning
environment; promoting creative thinking and allows instructors to observe, understand,
and address topics that need further instruction as they come up.

Raise quantitative literacy among all students
Encouraging deeper mathematical understanding by employing the roles
mentioned above and prompting students with always relevant mathematical modeling

problems can also help to raise quantitative literacy among all students, at any level. By
encouraging students to solve everyday problems using mathematics appropriate for
their grade level, we give students the chance to comprehend, apply, and connect with
the math that they are learning.
Teachers can choose tasks that address a variety of mathematical standards as
well. Some things that commonly come up include scaling, proportional reasoning,
percentages, linear and nonlinear functions, representation of data, etc. These
standards are addressed from different strands in the same grade level but different
grade level standards will also come up as students design mathematical models using
these standards. This allows the teacher to cater to what students know and naturally
help them advance their learning in areas that require additional instruction. It also
allows students to become, as Victor Piercy suggests in his Quantitative Ethics chapter
of Mathematics For Social Justice: Resources For The College Classroom, producers of
mathematical information instead of solely consumers (Piercy 2019, p. 43).
Teaching students to understand math deeply and encouraging them to apply
what they know is especially important following the pandemic. In the year of COVID,
we learned just how powerful the media's representation and misrepresentation of
mathematical ideas can be. Math was used to inform and persuade and in some cases,
to cause panic. As we teach mathematics using current events, the news, and selected
credible media sources, we equip students with the tools necessary to understand
what's happening in the world around them without having to blindly trust the media.
Students may learn more about quantitative reasoning, data visualization, relevance,

critical thinking, and citizenship. They may even learn to filter and discern valid sources
from false and manipulative information.
By providing students the chance to understand a relevant problem and come up
with a solution using the modeling process, we are building a knowledge base among
students that can help them better understand the math that is being presented to them
outside of the classroom. When we help raise quantitative literacy among all students,
we are helping to create more socially responsible and civically aware citizens.

Raise civic awareness in the classroom
Another important part of our job as educators is to help mold future generations.
It is our duty to teach students that they can make a difference. Allowing the students to
come up to solutions to relevant modeling prompts is another way that we can do this.
Always relevant modeling tasks can include prompts addressing issues from water
conservation to emergency preparedness to cost of college tuition to climate change.
For example, a high school algebra teacher could ask their students to determine
whether showering or bathing requires more water. This could lead to a conversation
about the importance of water conservation and potentially inspire students to
reevaluate their water usage at home. When students create their own models of
disease spread, they see how mathematical models can be helpful to inform policy
decisions. In the case of the Flint, Michigan water crisis, a local disaster revealed a
variety of social injustices and betrayals by public officials. What can be done? Are
similar things happening now and in other locations?

In another class, a teacher could prompt students to look at the effects of
electoral districting in their state and see how that affects the fairness in voting - this is
particularly significant around national, state, and county elections. Students could
model different arrangements and describe the effects of redistricting in each case. The
class could engage in a discussion about gerrymandering and decide if their states'
districts are fair or unfair. Not only does this allow students to learn valuable information
about the state that they live in but it also allows them to form their own opinion about
whether or not their state's districts are fair thus creating more politically aware citizens
and potentially inspiring them to lobby for change where necessary.
As many as 23 states require that their legislative districts be reasonably compact.
However, there are nearly as many conceptions of compactness as there are states
that require it. For example, if a district's boundaries are too “squiggly” or “jagged,”
then the district may not be compact. If a district is too spread out from its center or
too oblong, then the district may not be compact.
Work in groups to district a city with a given population so that the individual districts
are reasonably compact.
References & Resources:
This prompt comes from Chapter 9 of Mathematics for Social Justice: Resources for
the College Classroom (2019), “Evaluating Fairness in Electoral Districting.”
Additionally, students could learn more about redistricting and the effects it could have
on local elections from http://polytrope.com/district/
Fig. 5: Gerrymandered Voting Districts modeling task
In each case, teachers have the power to engage their students in meaningful
and relevant mathematical modeling prompts that can help inspire change and raise
civic awareness among math students of all levels.

Conclusion

During this pandemic, teachers have connected with their students through new
technologies, and some put aside their traditional curriculum to connect mathematics to
relevant current events. As students return to schools, student engagement should be
our number one priority. Mathematical modeling tasks provide ways for leveraging
students' knowledge gained outside of the classroom; using technology skills gained in
the pandemic; and employing equitable teaching practices to raise mathematical
understanding and achievement. Encourage your students to apply their understanding
to relevant, real-life situations and help your students become more aware of the world
around them by engaging them in relevant modeling prompts. Encourage your students
to help change the world they live in, one math problem at a time.
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